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FACTS:

Geofencing 

tools are 

forecast to 

reach almost 

$300 million 

in 2017.

Location-

based  

marketers 

take note: 

While it varies 

by city, on 

average 

Americans 

are willing 

to travel 3.3 

miles to get 

to a desired 

fast food 

restaurant, 

and 7.7 miles 

for a sit-down 

destination.
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By Ellen MuraskinThen    Now    Next

LOCATION + CONTEXT: 

By tracking the GPS locations of smart phones over time, Big Data purvey-

ors and ad networks collect the demographic characteristics of a place with 

a time of day or week, or an anonymous person over time. Th en mobile ads 

not only target the John Doe on a certain city block, but the John Doe who is 

at work vs. the John Doe at play, coming out of church, or leaving the doctor’s offi  ce 

— or the John Smith who is a frequenter of casual sit-down restaurants. See PlaceIQ 

(www.placeiq.com), Sense Networks (www.sensenetworks.com).

Location-Based Marketing
A look behind, ahead, and in the moment at what we mean by...

CASE IN POINT:
Dairy Queen’s mobile banner ads, appearing on the 

mobile Fandango movie app. When clicked, the ad 

uses the phone’s GPS to present a map of the nearest 

Dairy Queen store with an Orange Julius inside.

LOCAL OUTREACH
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their phone to share GPS location enters a specifi ed radius or checks into  

Yelp, Foursquare or Facebook Places within a chosen  location.  See xAd 

(www.xad.com), JiWire (www.jiwire.com).
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third-party providers. See Ethor (www.ethor.com), Silverpop (www.silverpop.com)
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dia and websites, emails, text messages and branded mobile apps . See Expion 

(www.expion.com)
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whole discount-applying process, eliminating slowdowns at 

UIF�104��TFF�'JSTU%BUB�T�0ŀ�FSXJTF�	www.fi rstdata.com)
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how many and from where. 

Then
Restaurant operators 

hope to snag cus-

tomers as passive 

targets of outdoor 

advertising, but their 

prospects have to 

be on the right road, 

looking in the right 

direction, and hungry 

at the right exit.
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